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New chapter in the IH world

By blending IH’s outstanding design ability with top
quality craftsmanship, luxurious materials and quality
fittings IH is delighted to launch a brand new luxury
range of motorhomes.
The first thing you notice about the new N class

range is they have proper side doors, called an
entrance module*, which replace the original Fiat
Ducato sliding door allowing easy closure and
protecting the interior from inclement weather when
entering or leaving. Our bespoke entrance module*
is so unique that we have applied to patent the
design. The entrance module* carefully matches the
contours of the vehicle and allows easy access as
well as creating more interior space. Combined with
the exclusive rear panel sculpted to give you even
more boot space and the motorhome has become
fully encapsulated.
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N-Class 630 RL/RG N-Class 630 FL

These models use the rear lounge layout based on
the Fiat extra long wheel base Ducato Van. With two
options available – firstly the N-Class 630 RL with its
full 6ft 6in single beds/King size bed or its sister the
N-Class 630 RG with a rear garage and transverse
double bed. 
As with all models in the IH range all motorhomes

are built with the highest quality fixtures and fittings.
With beautifully designed washroom and high
specification kitchen this motorhome is at the
forefront of contemporary design and practicality.
With the ability to choose cabinet, upholstery and
exterior colours you will be delighted with your
spacious and exclusive home. Under slung gas tank,
TV aerial, full insulation, concertina blinds, safety

features fitted as standard (to name but a few) you
can be confident that this vehicle is equally
impressive inside and out.
The RG ‘s boot space can be accessed from three

points – from the exterior, internally from above and
at floor height. The new 2014
rear panel has a large hinged
boot lid to allow easy access to
the area. This garage area has
a wipe clean finish and provides
ample storage for golf clubs,
folding bikes, wheelchairs,
mucky boots or even wet dogs.

The all-new N-Class 630 FL borrows the same
front lounge floorplan as the standard 630 FL, but
adds more. It all starts with the IH’s unique entrance
module* – a hinged door (with integral LED awning
light) opening into the spacious front lounge where
the cab seats swivel easily to join the L-shaped
settee whilst still leaving plenty of all important floor
space. 
Walk through toward the back and you will pass

through the beautifully appointed galley kitchen and
into the generous washroom with extensive shower
area and instant access to the wardrobe. There is no
compromise on storage as the newly designed rear
panel allows more convenient easy access to the
massive storage area. You chose, we build, you enjoy.

Style and ClassEpitome of Style
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Meet the new pinnacle of motorhome design. The
most desirable luxury motorhome you could ever
dream of, the N-Class 630 SL comes equipped with
a custom built slide out “space maker” which really
pushes the design boundaries to a new level.
Carefully sculptured to exactly match the
contours of the Ducato base vehicle, a
simple touch of a button, when parked
up, allows you to extend out the most
generous front seating area you will ever
get in a this size of motorhome.
At night the extensive lounge seating

becomes a master bedroom. Combine
this with a beautifully newly designed
fully equipped L shaped kitchen, rear

washroom of outstanding quality, all encompassing
comfort and craftsmanship and IH have created an
exceptional living environment for the most
discerning owner.
Never before has so much gone into a motorhome

– the culmination of over 20 years of
award winning craftsmanship combined
with relentless passion and enthusiasm.
As our flag ship it combines the new rear
panel, exclusive entrance module* and
revolutionary slide out space maker – all
new IH innovations.
So, a spacious living area and bed, a

large washroom and the largest
kitchen you have seen

in this sector of the motorhome industry and our
expertly finished product is sure to become an icon.

N-Class 630 SL
A new chapter for IH & the future for motorhomes.
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Base Vehicle Specifications
Engines 130 Multijet ll 150 Multijet ll 180 Multijet Power

No. of cylinders, arrangement. 4, Inline 4, Inline 4, Inline

Capacity (cc) 2287 2287 2999

Max Power output (hp @ rpm) 130@3600 148@3600 177@3500

Max. Torque (Nm @ rpm) 320@1800 350@1500 400@1400

Emissions level Euro 5+

Transmission

Drive Front

Clutch Single Disc with Hydraulic release device

No. of Gears 6 + Reverse (Manual) 6 + Reverse (Manual)
6 + Reverse Comfort-Matic
(See Options)

Steering

Type Rack & Power - Servotronic (variable power-assisted)

Turning circle (kerb to kerb) 14.28m 

Braking System

Type Dual H-I circuit; front & rear discs. ABS & Electronic 
Brake-force Distribution corrector (EBD)

Front 300mm self ventilated

Rear 280mm

Suspension

Front McPherson type, independent wheel, with trailing arms, helical
springs, telescopic shock absorbers and roll bar

Rear Tubular rigid axle and longitudinal parabolic leaf springs, 
telescopic shock absorbers, elastic lateral stoppers and roll bar

Wheels

Tyres 215/75 R16

Key Weights & Measures

Max. Towable weight (braked) 2500kg

Max. Payload Dependent on specification & options fitted

Fuel Tank 90 litres

Fresh Water Tank 67 litres

Waste Tank 60 litres

Gas Tank 20 litres

Overall Dimensions

N-Class 630 RL

Singles – 1980 x 635mm (6’ 6” x 2’ 1”)

King size double 1880 x 1980mm (6’ 2” x 6’ 6”)

Double can be made up lateral or tranverse 

N-Class 630 RG 

Double 1880 x 1372mm (6’ 2” x 4’ 6”)

Transverse only

N-Class 630 FL

Double 1880 x 1220mm (6’ 2” x 4’)

Lateral only

N-Class 630 SL

Double 2010 x 1460mm (6’ 10” x 4’ 10”)

Tranverse only

N-Class 630 RL

N-Class 630 RG

N-Class 630 FL

N-Class 630 SL

Specifications subject to change without notice
*GB Patent application No.1317769.6


